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Leading: Anne Bartley 
Preaching: Jeff Whittaker  
Theme: Romans 12: 9 - 21           Blessing: A good for overcoming evil

Continuing tonight. 
Please pray.

Mission boxes:
For the next couple of weeks, we 

will be collecting in the 
(Tranzsend) BMF Mission boxes. 

Pass them in to Pastor Jeff…
The Wednesday evening Bible Study for 
March 6th will be hosted by Helen Evans.



March 2019 Sunday morning rosters…

Flowers: 3, 10 Helen Evans, 17, 24 Ann Guan
Morning tea: Olwyn Halder and Helen Evans
Communion preparation: Olwyn Halder and Helen Evans
Door and Offering: Linda McBurney
Scripture reading & Communion: Lawrence Zhang
Offering counting: Neroli Hollis and Brian Jones
Lawns: Ian de Stigter

From Pastor Jeff    
In his letters, the Apostle Paul is often at pains to point out that he does not do ministry for 
the money. In fact, in Acts we read of him declaring that his call from the risen Lord Jesus 
came with the warning that he would suffer in taking the gospel to the Gentiles. His reward? 
Martyrdom! Much nearer to our own time, former US President Harry Truman refused to 
cash in on the celebrity of having been president. He wrote: “I could never lend myself to 
any transaction, however respectable, that would commercialise on the prestige and dignity 
of the office of the presidency.” [New York Times opinion piece,March 2, 2007.] His example 
is a timely one, especially in light of recent revelations in our newspapers of former 
politicians leveraging their former contacts for extremely lucrative positions of power in the 
commercial world. Even more concerning is that some of them seem to be out of their 
depth, leaving an impression that their usefulness is their network of influence. It would be 
easy in light of this to succumb to Leunig’s pessimism (as shown in the cartoon below). But 
that is not part of the calling placed upon us. Instead, as Paul wrote to the believers in - the 
seat of imperial power - Rome, we are to pray for those in political office. I believe our 
prayers can act as leaven, preventing self-serving behaviour from those elected to serve us. 
And for us, may I remind us that there is no retirement from the kingdom of God. Jesus 
promised us that follow him that we should expect a cross like his. As unpleasant as that 
may be, it’s actually the only portal to a truly blessed future.                            Shalom, Jeff


